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1. INTRODUCTION 
Imperfection-sensivity theory for structures has been the subject of many 
studies for some fifteen years [3][11][16]. I n mathematical terms, this theory 
leads to problems of perturbed bifurcation. In this respect, the British School 
[16][17] has studied systems with a finite number of degrees of freedom. The 
first rigorous studies for continuous systems have been made by Keller and 
Keener [8][9]. These efforts have been pursued by Keener [7] and Chow, Hale 
and Mallet-Paret [4][5], who especially studied the case of multiple eigenvalues. 
In most parts of this paper, it is assumed that the equations derive from a 
potential energy, as it is the case in problems of elastic stability [33. The approach 
used here is akin to that of Chow, Hale and Mallet-Paret [5] and is based on 
two scalings in the bifurcation equations. The first one is valid moderately away 
from the critical point and it permits us to show that, in this region, the solution 
curves are close to those of the unperturbed equations. The second one permits 
us to relate these curves to each other. Further, the values of the parameters, 
for which either of these changes of variables are valid, fill a neighbourhood of 
the critical point. In the case of a simple eigenvalue (Section 4), this second 
scaling leads to an approximate equation which is easily solved and allows us to 
find again the classical formulae in elastic stability theory [3] and also to give 
a proof which seems slightly better than those given in earlier works [9][4]. In 
the case of multiple eigenvalues (Section 5-a), we obtain an approximate system 
which contains a vector B which represents the direction of imperfections or, 
more exactly, the direction of the projection of imperfections of the buckling 
modes. 
The principal aim of this paper is to present a method permitting one to 
obtain the shape of the solution curves for any imperfection directions. In Part 5 
it is noticed that, for some values B, of the vector B, the approximate system 
has particular solutions that were previously found by Koiter [I I]. Rather 
surprisingIy bifurcation points pertaining to these particular solutions can be 
found and when B is near B, , they can lead to hysteresis phenomena, as shown 
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FIG. 1. Stable branches: solid curves. Unstable branches: dashed 
convention is also valid for the following figures. 
curves, This 
in Figure 1. The main result is given in Part 6. When the eigenvalae is double, 
there are three kinds of singular points: first, the simple limit points that are 
the only ones which exist, except for some particular values of the vector 23; 
next singular points that look like those depicted in Figure 2 and can also lead 
B- B. 
FIGURE 2 
to hysteresis phenomena; lastly the bifurcation points that have been quoted 
before. It is also shown, that the singular points of the approximate system are 
close to those of the exact equations, and that they have the same nature. This 
classification is very useful to obtain the shape of the solution curves and this 
will be performed in Part 7 for the case of buckling of rectangular plates. To 
this end the curves are sketched for particular values of the vector B and 
especially when there is a singular point which is not a simple limit point. 
Hysteresis phenomena are found, which is surprising because plates are usually 
considered as “imperfection-insensitive”; nevertheless it seems that this is 
caused by the unstable solutions which generally exist in a neighbourhood of 
a multiple eigenvalue. The paper ends with an attempt of generalizing the 
method to the case of eigenvalues with a multiplicity greater than two. To make 
the paper selfcontained, in the two first parts, known results are presented in a 
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framework fitting the treated problem. First, the Lyapunov-Schmidt method 
is applied to obtain the bifurcation equations and the results of the first scaling 
are studied. In Part 3, the Newton’s polygon method [IS] is used to discuss the 
nature of a singular point when there is no fundamental solution, this being 
necessary for the classification described before. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PRoBLEnt 
We are concerned with an ideal conservative system whose potential energy 
Gi(u, A) is a known functional of a generalized displacement u and a loading 
parameter A. Because the experimental situations cannot agree with the ideal 
system, we introduce an additional energy 7Qj,(u, A, T) which in supplement 
depends on a small parameter T (a measure of the magnitude of imperfections). 
In most cases this additional energy is unknown. Then the equilibrium equations 
can be deduced from the stationary potential energy principle: 
S@ EC @‘(u, A, T) su s @i’(u, A) su + T@@, A, T) szl = 0 (1) 
for any virtual admissible displacement. In the remainder of the paper, we shall 
write @, CDi” ,..., @(n), the FrCchet derivatives with respect to u. To simplify it 
is assumed that the functional CD can be expanded into series with respect to 
all of its arguments. The exact meaning of the expansions has been described 
in an earlier work [14] and we do not bother about that here. The fact that the 
imperfections come from a potential-unrealistic hypothesis-has no effect 
because only the constant term @A(O, A, , 0) will be used and a constant comes 
always from a potential. 
Now the results of [14] are being generalized. It is assumed that the ideal 
system has a fundamental solution that reads u = 0 after a change of variable: 
cqo, A) su = 0 for any Su admissible. (21 
When A takes on the value A, , the following necessary condition for bifurcation 
is assumed to be true: 
qv su = @p;(O, X,)v su = 0 v # 0. (3Y 
The set M of the solutions z, of (3) is a finite dimensional space. Using 
the Lyapunov and Schmidt method, we decompose u on Jtr and a supplementary 
space of A” which is denoted J/l: 
u=v+w vEJv-,wEJtrL, h = x, + p. (4) 
1 The index c will be used to denote the value of a function taken at the bifurcation 
point (0, AC , 0). 
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The variational equation (1) splits into two equations: 
qv + 20, h, + p, T) s.zu = 0 for any SW in ;/VI (3 
@‘(v + zu, AC + p, 7) sv = 0 for any Sa in N. (4) 
Assuming that the restriction to NL of the linear operator @i is invertible, it is 
easily proved (cf. [14]) that the equation (5) has a unique solution zu in a neigh- 
bourhood of 0, which is a function of V, p and 7. The expansions of w begin 
with terms in 8% at least, ~TJ and 7. 
Then the solutions of (6) are the stationary points of a function defined on 
the space N: 
where 
sp = p’(v, p, T) sv = 0 for any Sv in & P? 
As before, the FrCchet derivatives of g, with respect to zj are written y’, p” ,..., c$~!. 
We define 
+(v) = #&‘)v~+“/(R +. q 
which is the first non-zero term in the series expansion of the function ~(v, 0, 0). 
Consequently, upon using (2) and (3), we show that the function Z&U) is regular 
homogeneous of degree k + 2 and k is an integer at least equal to one. The 
method to calculate #(a) and (+Y/+), from @ has been given in [14] Section 5. 
Then the bifurcation equations can be written in the form: 
Sip = [fyzg + p (T) v + Tcq(O, A,  o,] SC G 
We seek the non-zero solutions of the ideal system in the form of expansions 
into series: 
Then it is easily seen that vr and ,Q are solution of: 
[#(vl) + pr (F), vl] So = 0 for any 60 in Jli”. (I 1) 
This equation has the following meaning: the restriction of the function 4(v) to 
the surface ~<(+“/&c)~ vB = constant> has a stationary point. -411 the solutions 
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are obtained in this manner and the series (10) are convergent with the hypotheses 
[14-J 
(a) The quadratic form (a~“/+)~ vp is negative definite. 
(b) The stationary points-which are the solutions or of (II)-are non 
degenerate and such that pLk is not zero. 
Stability and unstability will be understood according to the criterion of the 
second variation: a solution (u, A, r) is stable if the quadratic form Su --f 
@“(u, A, T)(&)” is strictly positive and unstable if it can take negative values. 
With the hypothesis that the quadratic form on JV~ &II + @z(Sw)z is strictly 
positive, it can be proved, following [14] Section 5, that the stability of the 
solution in a neighborhood of the critical point can be defined in the same 
manner by using the quadratic form on JV SV -+ ~“(zI, y, T)(&I)~ or equivalently, 
according to the sign of the eigenvalues of the matrix p?“(z’, ,u, r). With this 
criterion, it is proved in [14] that only the positive minima of #(v) on the ellipsdid 
“(+I”/+), ~3 = -1” correspond to stable branches. 
We decompose ‘u on a basis fui.> that is orthonormal with respect to Euclidean 
norm -(+“/+), 77: 
v  = c p,ai 
and we shall identify v  and the column vector pi in such a way that the linear 
operator -(&JY’/+)~ will be the identity matrix I. We shall denote by B the 
column vector @$(O, A, , O)u, and assume that it has a unit norm. Then 7 is 
the magnitude of the imperfections and B is the direction of the projection 
of the imperfections on the eigenspace Jlr. The final form of the bifurcation 
equations is now obtained as: 
f(v) - /a + TB + O(v”f2 + pz’” + $77 + TV + 7-p + 9) = 0. (12) 
The hypothesis (b) can also be written as (cf [14] Section 5): 
Hl:vfO q(v)-h=o*~fO, det[$“(u) - U] f  0. 
We recall a result of [S], Lemma 4-l: 
LEMMA 1. I f  hypothesis Hl is true, each solution (v, p, 7) of (12) satisfies the 
estimate: 
// v  11 < c[l p /l/k + / 7 Ill(k-tl)]. 
Proof. I f  the estimate is false, then there esists a sequence of solutions of (12j 
(Q, ,u~ , T,,J that converges to (0, 0,O) and such that 1 pLn jl/r/ll v, ]j and 
1 T,)> I1l(k+l)/jl v, I[ converge to zero. 
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Dividing (12) by // vii, llk+l, we obtain: 
There is a subsequence such that ZI~/~\ D,?, 11 converges to Q . Then +‘(Q) = 0, 
which contradicts Hl. 
Now a result is proved, that is similar to Theorem 2-2 of Keener [7]: 
THEOREM 2. If  hypothesis II1 is true, there are two positive constants MO aud 
TO such that, when 
both the number of solutions of (12) and the stability do not change. These solutions 
are analytic functions in the parameters 7, CL, B and are non singular. In oth.er 
words, the matrix ~“(v, CL, T) is invertible. 
The aim of this paper is to find the solutions when the parameters are in the 
rectangle {I p / < J/r, , i 7 j < TO). 
Theorem 2 signifies that the results concerning the ideal system remain 
qualitatively valid when (JA, T) is in the not hatched region of the rectangle . , 
(Figure 3).-The main problem now is to find how 
to one another. 
these solutions are related. 
FIGURE 3 
Proof. We scale (12) by letting: 
v  = xv 7 = xkflt ,-L = &tx” v  E Jv 
the two scalings being necessary if k is even. We must consider the region where: 
I tl G To ( x 1 < My”. 
Then it is deduced from Lemma 1 that there is a constant c such that: 
iI Vj/ .< C. (13) 
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After dividing by ~~+l, the equation (12) becomes: 
#‘(I/) & V + tB + O(x) = 0. (14) 
Let (V, , t, , x,) be a sequence of solutions of (14) such that t, and x, converge 
to zero. By the estimate (13), there exists a subsequence such that V,, converges 
to V,, . Then V, is one solution of: 
#p-,) -J= v. = 0. (15) 
Consequently when t and x are sufficiently small, the solutions of (14) are 
near by those of (l-5), which are those of the ideal problem. Reciprocally, let Tic, 
be a solution of (15). Then, according to the Implicit Function Theorem, (14) 
has one and only one solution V(t, r) that satisfies V(0, 0) = V0 in a region 
Itl <To 1x1 <x0 
if the matrix #“( Va) 5 I is invertible. Now this condition is a result of Hl if Va 
is not zero and is obvious if V,, is zero because 4”(O) is zero. Further, if t and .z’ 
are sufficiently small and x: is not zero, the condition of non singular solution 
qq77, p, T) = d&Y(V) * I + O(N)] 
invertible, is true by using the same argument. 
3. SOLUTION BRANCHES THROUGH SINGULAR SOLUTIONS 
The theory that is developed in this part will be used later on, but it is of 
interest in itself independently of the remainder of the paper. Consider an 
equation similar to (2-l), I being a scalar parameter: 
f’(V, Z) sv = 0 for any admissible SV. (1) 
A solution (V, , Z,.) of (1) is said nolt-isolated or sirgular if the linear operator 
f”(Vc , 2,) is not invertible. For algebraic systems and many partial differential 
systems [14] Section 6, this condition is equivalent to the existence of a nonzero 
vector U such that: 
f"(v,,l,)Us1/'~f~Us~~=O for any admissible SV (2) 
Obviously it follows from the Implicit Function Theorem that only one solution 
branch V(2) passes through a non singular solution of (1). The aim of this part 
is to seek the solutions (V, Z) in a neighbourhood of a singular solution (V, , I,) 
when the eigenvector U is simple, that is, when the set of the solutions U of (2) 
is onedimensional. 
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The vector V - VC is decomposed on lJ and a supplementary space of the 
vectorial space spanned by U, that is denoted by (U>+ 
The equation (1) splits into two equations: 
As in Part 2, the equation (4) h as a unique solution W(r, pu> when q and p are 
given. Upon using the expansion 
the solution VV(q, p) of (4) can be written in the form: 
W(y, p) = qw, + pw; + ... 
Ws and I%/;’ are the solutions of variational linear equations: 
f-:w; SW + ($& SW = 0 
f;w2sw+ +~fyu~sw= 0 
for any SW in (UjL 
Upon substitution of W(q, p) into (51, the bifurcation equation reads: 




THEOREM 3. Let (V, , I,) be a solution of (1) and (2) such that U is a simple 
eigenaector. T&n if (af’/‘aZ),U is not zero, only one bmamh passes thmztgh (V, ? I,) 
and is of the form: 
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where p is an integer at least equal to tuo. The first coe#cient in the series (11) is 
I2 = -f z”‘u3/2 (gc u 
or, ; f  1, is xuo: 
Pvoof. The existence of solutions of (9) in the form (lo), (11) can be obtained 
by using the ordinary Implicit Function Theorem. Indeed we have: 
do, 0) = 0 3 (0, 0) = (-$,, u # 0. 
Using (6) and (7), we obtain a more definite form of the equation (9): 
A% P) = p (G) 0 u + ; (f!’ U”) 7j2 + [fpu2w7a + @u4] q3 
+ O(P2 + PT + 7”) = 0. 
The coefficient 1s and l3 when Ia is zero are deduced from the latter equation. 
Remark. Topological principles [ 151 or a simple calculation show that only 
an half branch can be stable when I2 is not zero and the stability of the solution 
does not change if I, is zero and Z3 is not. A possible state is given in Figure 4. 
In the case of Figure 4-a, the point (V, , I,) is called a simple limit point. 
Now, the hypothesis is opposite to the one of Theorem 3; it is assumed that: 
FIGURE 4 
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Using (6) more compIetely, we obtain: 
Equation (9) is then reduced to the algebraic one: 
g(r, ?1) = Ev2 + 2&q -I- yq”]/2 + %” t -*- = 0. (13) 
This equation can be easily solved by using the so-called Newton’s polygon 
method [lg]. For instance, if the quadratic form a$ + 2/3/~~ +- ~7” has two 
distinct roots CL/~ = ,ul*, exactly two solution branches pass through the critical 
point p = q = 0. These solutions can be written in the form: 
More generally, if ps -. ay is positive, there are also two so’iution branches. 
Only the following special case wilf be useful: 
4. PERTURBED BIFURCATION THEORY AT SIMPLE EIGENVALWES 
We are again working within the framework given in Part 2, but we further 
assume that the eigenvalue is simple, that is, the space AP of the solutions v  of 
(2-3) is onedimensional. Let r/ be a vector of JV that is of unit length with 
respect to the norm that we have introduced in Part 2. B, a unit vector of dtrs 
is therefore & Ti’ and the plus sign will be chosen, this being possible by changing 
the sign of the parameter -r. The decomposition (2-4) is written thus: 
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There is only one bifurcation equation (2-12): 
pkXk+l- px + 7 + O[X"fZ + px" + pzx + TX + r/A + TZ] == 0 (2) 
where ~1~ is the first nonzero coefficient in the series (2-lob) that define the 
bifurcating solution of the ideal problem. 
We make the following change of variable, that is regular except if the im- 
perfection parameter is zero: 
T =; gs+1 p = k” x = EX. 
I f  k is odd, an alternative change of variable must be made when T is negative: 
T = -&l p = 18 x = 6X. 
After division by E k+l, the equation (2) becomes: 
/2*(x, z, 6) Es p$“fl - IX & 1 + O(E) = 0. (3) 
When E is zero, there are two connected solution branches in the plane (X, I), 
which are given by the appro.rinzate eqztation: 
1 = z,*(x) = /.LkXk rf l/X. 
Now 
(ak*/az)(x, z, 0) = -x. 
According to the Implicit Function Theorem, for any positive numbers X, and 
X, , the equation (3) has a unique solution I = P(X, c) when: 
0 < x, < / x 1 < lu, I E I < co(& 9 4). 
This solution is such that 
I*(x, 0) = z,*(x). 
I f  Xr is sufficiently small and X, sufficiently large, the solutions of (2) have 
been found in the region: 
I E ! < 5) ( Z 1 < Lo = Min{Z*(X,), 2*(X,)) - Go . 
With Lo chosen as large as necessary, the solutions thus found are connected with 
the ones found from the ideal system in Theorem 2. 
The solution of (3) being given in the form I = Z*(X, E), the only singular 
points on these branches are the extremal points of the function Z*(X, E): 
dZ 1 
dx = k/.+X”-l q= F 4 O(E) = 0 
kpJP’-l = &l + O(E) 
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Then there is one liiit point if k is even and zero or two if k is odd depending 
of the sign of pJC and 7. Multiplying (4) by 8+l = &-T and coming back to the 
variables x, p and 7, we obtain the equation that determines the set of the 
singular points of (2): 
7 = k/.@+ + o(x”+y 15) 
p = (k + 1) pI;“k + op+y. (6) 
This is equivalent to the classical form for the reduction of the critical load 
13115lC91: 
A = A, + (k + I) p&,/kpJp/(~+l) + O(T) if K is even 
h = A, - (k + 1) 1 Pk 1 [+~J+‘l + O(T) if k is odd. 
The solution curves in the plane (p, x), when 7 is given, are sketched in Figure 5. 
L c 
FIG.5. (a)k=l. (b)k=2,p,>O. (c)k=2,plr<O. 
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5. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS 
5.1. The -4pproximnte System 
The bifurcating solutions of the ideal system are given from the system (2-l l), 
which, when ZI is identified with its column vector with respect to some scalar 
product, can also be written as: 
#‘(VI) - p/p1 = 0. (1) 
vr is chosen to have a unit length. We scale by letting: 
This change of variables is regular except if -r is zero. 7 can be assumed to be 
non-negative by adapting the direction of the vector B. The system (2-12) is 
transformed into: 
f’(V, 2, G) EE f(V) - ZV + B + O(E) = 0. (3) 
According to Lemma 1, the solutions of (3) satisfy the estimate: 
Then if (T;,,Z,, l ,) is a sequence of solutions of (3) such that 1, is bounded 
and cP1 converges to zero, there is a subsequence such that ( Vn , I,) converges to 
(V,, , I,,) that is solution of the approximate system: 
f’( v. ) I, , 0) = $y V,) - zovo + B = 0. (4) 
In the opposite way, if there is a solution branch VO(Z) of (4), defined when 1 is 
on a compact interval I, and if these solutions are non singular, then there exists 
a solution branch V(Z, l ) of (3), defined when: 
and such that V(Z, 0) = Vo(Z). 
Now, according to Theorem 2, the solutions of (3) are non-singular and can 
be deduced from those of ideal system when: 
(l/To)klk+-l < j 11 < MO/c”. 
Then, if E is sufficiently small, the solutions deduced from the approximate 
system (4) when Z is large are the same as those deduced from the ideal system 
in Theorem 2. 
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5.2. Particular Solutions of the Approximate System a& Their Singular Paints 
For each solution (or , pk) of (l), the approximate system (4) has particular 
solutions in the form V,, = z~ur , x being a scalar, when the vector B is equal 
to +ul . It is seen that x(Z) is solution of: 
It is assumed that the eigenvalue of the ideal system is double, i.e., the dimen.sz& 
of the space JV is two. 
Let zip be a unit vector orthogonal to vl . From (l), it follows that: 
We set 
$J’(z1&$ = 0 $qvl)zJlz’2 = 0. 
o! = zy(zl&~*. 
The singular points of the solutions (5) of the system (4) are given by: 
or 
det[#“(JcvJ - 111 = 0 
[(k + 1) /J~<X” - Z][ax~ - I] = 0. 
The first value 1 = (k -t 1) P&X+ leads to 
xk+l = &l/k/+. 
These singular points, when they exist, are the limit points of the curve x(E) 
given by (5j. The second value E = CC@ leads to: 
xk+l = il,/(a - pJ I = ask. (61 
Then there is one such singular point if k is even. If  k is odd, there are two 
solutions for a prescribed direction of the vector B and there is no solution 
corresponding to the other direction. Those singular points satisfy: 
According to the usual bifurcation theory for simple eigenvalues [3][14], at the 
points (6) there is a unique bifurcating branch from the solution (5) if: 
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Taking the derivative of (5), it is found that 
dx 
[(k -t 1) &“‘i - I] x = x, 
and using Euler’s Identity: 
#“‘(xv,)v,v,a = k&+-1. 
Therefore: 
5 lY&), I, 01 v,g* = (k + l)(~ - ,+J[(k + 1) j~k - ~1 (7) 
Then the previous analysis is valid if: 
(4 a + p’lc (b) a+(k+l)p.,. (8) 
The first condition is a consequence of hypothesis HI. The second one corre- 
sponds to the case where the limit point and the bifurcation point coincide with 
each other. Therefore, it is natural that the analysis of [3][14] cannot be valid. 
Furthermore the solution loses its stability when E increases if: 
df” 
-p** < 0 (cf l-141). 
Hence, there is a gain of stability if 
I ~7c I < I 01 I < (k + 1) I ok I 
and loss of stability in the opposite case. When k is equal to two and plC is 
positive, the stability of the solution (5) is given in Figure 6. In order to arrive 
at this result, we have used Theorem 2 and the fact that the bifurcating solution 
of the ideal problem is stable when 01 is greater than pk . 
4 c >3p, 1) p< cc3,+ 
FIG. 6. The cross indicates the bifurcation point. The bifurcating branch is not 
pictured. 
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5-3. Post-Critical Analysis 
It is well known [3][14] that the bifurcating branch must be sought in the form: 
v - xvi = ?pz + O(q”) 
61 = z - (yxk = $, + O(?fJ 
with 
The unit vector B can be described by introducing an angle 8: 
B = (cos 3, sin ~9) W,) = 43% - 
The direction of the vector v& is chosen in such a way that V, is equal to 8BjM. 
Then, when the vector B takes a direction close to &vl , it can be written in the 
following manner: 
B(B, + se) = +7, + v2 se + O(W). 
The perturbed bifurcation theory of Part 4 can be applied to the equation (4). 
The bifurcation equation, similar to (4-3) is 
with 
The singular points of the curves in the plan (r, 61) are given by formula (4-5): 
se = yy” + o(q). 
Therefore if y is positive, there are two singular points when 3 is greater than 0, D 
If y is negative, two singular points exist when d is lower than 0, . The curves 
in the pIane (I, r) are similar to those in Figure 5-a. 
6. THE MAIN RESULTS 
It has been proved in the previous section that the solution of (2-12) are after 
the change of variabfes (5”2), the same as those of the system: 
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Following the ideas of Chow, Hale and Mallet-Paret [4][5], the singularities 
of the solution branches and the nature of the singular points must be found to 
discuss completely the solutions of (1). Th is is the aim of this section. The 
singular points of the system (1) are further solution of: 
f”( v, I, c) CT = [F(V) - zr + O(E)] U = 0 II Ull = 1 (2) 
where I is the identity matrix. The singular points of the approximate system 
are given by: 
f;  = #‘(V,) - Z,V,, + B = 0 (3) 
f  o”lJ, = [$v( r/6) - ZJ] 11, = 0 (4) 
The index 0 is used to denote the value of a function taken when (V, 1, c) is 
(V” 3 4J > 0). 
THEOREM 5. It is recalled that #(Y) . zs a reguZar homogeneozcs function of degree 
k + 2 (k > 1) on a two-dimensional space A’” and B is a unit vector. B can be 
described by introducing an atcgle 0, for instance, B = (cos 0, sin 8). We further 
assnme Hl and H2: 
H2: For any ?wn zero (V,, , I,), the matrix #“(V,,) - ZJ has a rank at 
least equal to one. 
Let (V, , I, , U,) a soZution of (3), (4). 
Part 1. Assume that 
r/6 - lJ, p 0 
2p’(Vo)Uo3 # 0. 
(5) 
(6) 
Then only one analytical solution branch of (l), (2), (V(C), Z(E), U(e)), passes 
through (V, , I,, , U,,). When E is given, only one solution branch of (1) passes 
through such a point and is of the form 
l - Z(E) = W”‘( f7,)v13/2~ll * u, + O(E)]+ + (13 + O(e)h3 + ... (7) 
v- V(c) = 7$(E) + 0.. (8) 
Therefore, it is a simple limit point (cf. figure 4-a). 
Part 2. If, when B is B,-therefore 0 is i3,,--, the quantity #c3)( V,,)U,3 
is zero and if (5) remains true, then only one solution branch of (1) passes through 
(V,, , I,,) and is of the form (7), (8) where the coeficient of $ is of order E and: 
Z3 = {#‘“‘(V,,)Uo4/3 - [#t3)( V0)U,,2vJ”/[#“( V,,) - Z,J]v,2}/2U, . V, 
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v2 being a vector orthogonal to UQ . We assume further that & is not zero and me set 
Then if /3 is mgative-respectively positive-, the branch has two singular points 
when 0 is greater tlaan an angle B(c) = 0, + 4, + m*. [resp. 0 lamer than. 0(~)j. 
The branch is similar to that in. F&ure 7. 
Fm. 7. p < 0. 
Part 3. In order that (t’, , ZO) b e a bificrcation point of the approximate 
system (3) when I3 takes some value B, , it is necessary and sufj%ient that: 
v$) = XVI , x E 58, v1 solution of (5-l) 
3, = -& , F@ * 77, = 0. 
There exist function V(E), Z(E), B(E), U(E) taking the a&es V. , I, , E& > tr, zuhm 
E is zero and such that (Y(e), l(r)) is a bz~~~cat~~ point of the system (1) zohen 23 
takes the vu&es B(E). Exactly tmo brunckes pass tkroggh this b&ma&n point. 
Remarks. (I) All the singular solutions of (If can be obtained by using 
this theorem. 
(2) l3 is not zero if the de~o~nator of$ is not zero. 
(3) Part 1 of this theorem is the main result of the paper of Keener [7] 
and is close to that of Chow, Hale and Mallet-Paret [5]. 
Proof of Part 1. By hypothesis HZ and a classical result about linear operators 
[fi], the matrix f”(F, E, E) h as, when (t’, E, C) is near by (V, , &, , 0) an eigen- 
vector U( V, l, .s) and an eigenvalue s( V, Z, E> such &at: 
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Then the equations (l), (2) are equivalent to: 
f’(V, z, c) = 0 
S(V,Z,E) =o. 
An analytical solution branch of this system exists if: 
d, E det [(-.E)o (ZJ +O 
An orthonormal basis {vl, vs} of the space .N is chosen such that q is the 
solution U, of (4). V and the column vector (p, q) are identified: 
~=Pv,+qv, vo = PO% + 40% * 
On taking the derivative of (12) with respect to p, we obtain: 
Then, using (4), (11) and the symmetry of the matrix f”, we get: 
as 
( 1 qio= 
fpq3 zz.Y IfpV13 
Then 
4 = -dJ%3u;;v221Po 
The second factor is not zero by hypothesis H2. Then d, is not zero when p, 
and #A3)v13 are not zero. This is equivalent to the statement (5) and (6). 
It is seen that the singular point thus found is a simple limit point in virtue 
of Theorem 3. Indeed the solutions close to the singular point can be reduced 
to one branch in the form (3-10) with: 
Proof of Part 2. With the condition (5) remaining true, the theorem 3 can 
be applied so that there exists only one branch passing through the singular 
point. But, because there are now two perturbation parameters E and 60 = 
0 - 0, , the method of Section 3 must be enlarged. We set 
v- = vo + 7% + &‘vz 1 = lo + 61 
se = 6 - e, . 
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Therefore 
B = B, + ($), 68 $ O(S02) 
.Using (3) and (4), the system (1) can be decomposed into: 
+ 0[5” + 67 + q3 + a + (W + 4 = 0 
f’(l/, I, I?) 711 = - SZ(Vo *4 + d%~l+ W” 742 
+ (B - B,) b v1 + Oh3 + i? + Sk + cj = 0 
The first equation permits us to eliminate .$: 
From the second one, 61 is deduced as a function of v, E, 66 and can take the 
form of an expansion in powers of 7: 
z - z, = SZ(~, E, sej = o+ + se) + 7[01se + o,(E + sq] + 7202(E + sej 
+ 73v3 + ode + wi + ow. 
The coefficient Za is that given by Theorem 3. Using (14), it can be verified that 
this coefficient is the one given in the statement of Theorem 5. Further, 
The singular points of the curve Z(q) in the plane (I, 7) are given by: 
az - = de + 3z3+ + ocE + 7 se + 68” -j- +) = 0. 
371 
Therefore 
86 = -3(1&X)$ + O(c + 7)“). 
Two singular points-two values of 77 when 68 and E are fixed-can exist and 
coincide when 
___ = 0. Hence @= O(E), SO = S@(E) = &, + .-a 
a7 
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If la/cx is positive, those two points no longer exist when S6’ becomes greater 
than S@(e). If &/’ CY is negative the opposite holds good. 
Proof of Part 3. By Theorem 3, a necessary condition that at least two 
branches pass through a singular solution of (1) is: 
g (I’, z, e) = -[V + O(E)] . u = 0 W) 
For any sequence of solutions (V, , 1, , U, , en , B,) of(l), (2), (15) such that E, 
goes to zero, the sequence I, is bounded. Indeed, if 1, converges to infinity, 
jl V, 11 goes to zero or to infinity by (l), and (2) can not be true. Lemma 1 proves 
that the sequence V, is bounded. Then a subsequence (V, , I,, lJ,t, B,) 
converges to (Vs , EO , U,, , B,). The latter is a solution of: 
3L’(VlJ - wo + 43 = 0 (16) 
$b”(v())u, - z*u() = 0 II u3II = 1 (17) 
-v,-us=0 (18) 
It is deduced from (17), (18) and Euler’s identity that: 
From (16), 
#yvo)uovo = 0 qqV,)U, = 0. 
N being two-dimensional, the vectors V. and B, are parallel. The basis (zll , us} 
is chosen such that: 
Then the bifurcation points of (3) are only those found in Section 5. 
In the opposite way, for any solution of (16), (17), (18), we seek a solution 
of (l), (2), (15) or, equivalently, a solution (V, 1, B) of: 
f’(V, I, E, B) = 0 
s(V, z, l ) = 0 
[V + O(E)] - U(V, 1, e) = 0 
where S( V, I, .z) and U( V, I, e) are defined by (12). An anaIytie solution branch 
(V(E), Z(E), B(E)) such that 
(V(O), W% B(O)) = t J’o 74 > %) 
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will be obtained if: 
fl, = det 
We set 
v  = pw, + 4’2’2 v. = sa, 
6 =f;w2’2 (6 + 0 by 112). 
Taking the derivative of (12) with respect to 1, we obtain: 
Therefore 
($,, = (S), Uo” = -1 
f{Vo (go = - (go uovo = 0. 
U being a unit vector, (au/aZ), is normal to U, = zlr , Then 
Taking the derivative of (12) with respect to p and 4, and using especially 
EuIer’s identity, we show in the same way: 
as - 
( ) 3-O 
= kZojx v, . au = 0 
i 1 a4 o 
-kl,jS 
Then 
A, = -(6 - kZo)2/6. 
Therefore A, is not zero if 6 is not equal to kZo . Upon using 
lo = x~Q(a,)w,a $Y%) = EckV2 
and Euler’s identity, this condition can be transformed into: 
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This condition is identical to (58a) and is a consequence of HI. Now, it remains 
to verify that the singular point thus found is a bifurcation point. A sufficient 
condition that exactly two branches pass through the singular point, is given 
by Theorem 4: 
(20) 
a! = ($,. U, + 2 (J$-), U,rV; -+f!“‘U,IVi2 sufficiently small. (21) 
The index E is used to denote the value of a function taken at the point (V(E), 
Z(E), B(E)) and IV; ’ IS of the form yea , y  being a scalar solution of the equation: 
y(f::v,*) + ($ a, = 0. 
Therefore 
y  = [x + O(E)]JS. 
The condition (21) is true because a: is of order E. The condition (20) can be 
written 
-1 + KZsjS + O(E) f  0. (22) 
When E is zero, we get the same condition as (19). I f  (19) is true, the condition 
(22) is satisfied for E sufficiently small. 
7. APPLICATION TO BUCKLING OF PLATES 
A classical buckling problem is studied here [1][10][12][14]: a simply sup- 
ported rectangular plate is subjected to a uniaxial compression that is applied 
in the sense of the greater length. When the ratio of the length to the width L is 
equal to [m(m + l)]l’*, m being a positive integer, the lowest eigenvalue is 
double. The elements of the kernel J’” are functions of the form: 
Both the functional dii(u, X) and the reduction of the problem using the method 
of Lyapunov and Schmidt are classical [2][10][ 141. The basis of JV” has been 
chosen such that: 
w -- 
( ) + c 
v* = p2 + 42. 
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The function $ is of the fourth degree: 
‘W( P, q) = ap” f- 2bp2q2 + c$. 
The calculation of the coefficients a, b, c can be made after solving three bi- 
harmonica1 problems. These coefficients are unknown at the moment, when the 
stress function f  is subjected to the natural boundary condition (*>: 
Nevertheless, they have been computed [5] w h en m is one and for the somewhat 
artificial boundary conditions introduced in [l]: 
f=Af=O 
n = 3,945OOl x (9+2) x 1O-4 
b = 5,007428 x (9r2/2) x 1O-4 
(2) 
c = 1,623543 x (9~“/2) x IO-” 
Further, it is known that the function $(p, q) is positive [2][13], therefore: 
a>0 c>o b > -(nc)l:“. 
The bifurcation equations of the ideal problem (2-11) can be written thus: 
P(~P” + bq2 - ~2) = 0 
q(bp2 + cq2 - ~2) = 0. 
(3) 
There are always two solution branches of the form (2-10) 
I 
p=l 
I q=o II i 
p-o 
q=l 
p2 = a (p2 = c. 
When b is greater or lower than a and c, there are two other branches: 
I 
p2 = (6 - c)/(2b - n - c) 
III, IV q” = (b - a)/(2b - a - c) 
p2 = (b” - ac)/(2b - n - c). 
Hypothesis Hl is true except if: 
a=0 or c=O or b=a or b = c. (43 
* Recent calculations by J. P. Torelli have shown that when m = 1, 2, we have 
O<c<a<b<3a. 
505/33/r-10 
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The two first possibilities are excluded as said previously. Hypothesis H2 is 
true except if: 
b = 3a or 6 = 3c. (5) 
The approximate system (6-3) can be written as: 
(up” + bq2 - Z)p + B, = 0 
(bp” + cq2 - Z)q + B, = 0 
B12+ Bz2 = 1. 
The discussion of this system will be made according to the following principles: 
(1) For any B, the solution branches of (6) have as asymtotical directions 
when I is large, the directions either of the bifurcating bmnches I, II, III, IV or of 
the fundamental solution F of the ideal system. Then these solutions have the 
same type of stability as the corresponding ones in the ideal system (Theorem 2). 
(2) The type of stability of a solution branch does not change except at 
a singular point. 
(3) When B varies, the solution branches keep the same aspect except 
if B takes as directions either those of I, II, III, IV or those found in Part 2 of 
Theorem 5. 
First Pnrticular Case B, = 1, B, = 0 
The imperfection vector B is in the direction I. Then the system (6) has the 
two solutions branches found in Section 5: 
1 = up” + l/p q = 0. 
Further, three or one branches exist depending on whether the solutions III, 
IV are real or not. They are given by: 
(6 - c)Z = (b2 - ac)p2 - c/p 
(6 - c)q2 = (6 - a)p2 - l/p. 
The singular points of these branches are 
one bifurcation point p, = l/(b - a)1/3 
one limit point p, = l/(2a)‘13 
% = 0 1, = b(b - a)-2/3 
41 = 0 I1 = 3(2a)lp/2 
and possibly two other limit points: 
p23 = -[c/2(b2 - ac)] qz2 = -(2b2 + bc - 3ac)/2p2(b - c)(ba - ac) 
I2 = 3[2(b” - ac)]l/3 c2/3/2(b - c). 
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The solution curves are similar to those in Figure 8 when the coeflicients a, b, c 
are those given in (2) and more generally when: 
O<c<a<b<3a. 
FIG. 8. I, II, III, IV or F indicates the asymptotic direction of the branch. Some 
curves represent <<two branches> that are symmetrical with respect to the figure plane. 
Secondpmticular Case B, = 0, B, = 1 
This case is symmetrical to the previous one, by exchanging p and p, and 
aandc. 
Third Particdar Case: B in the Direction III (zuhe?z it exists) 
B, = [(b - c)@b - a - c)]~/~ B, = [(b - a)/(21) - a - c)]lf2. (7) 
Here we are studying only the bifurcation point found in Section 5. It is of the 
form (p, q) = xB where the number x is solution of (5-Q, that is: 
x = -[(2b - a - c)/2(b - a)(b - cp. 
Then x is negative and the coefficient y  defined by (5-9) is: 
y = 3x(c - a)[@ - c)(b - n)]l’“/l 2b - a - c /. 
When a is greater than c, y  is positive. The study of Section 5 shows that two 
singular points appear when B, is slightly greater than the value given in (7) 
and they disappear when B, is slightly lower than this value. 
Notice that, when B is that B of the first or second particular cases, the 
bifurcation so found is symmetrical (cases of Figures 5-b, 5-c). The perturbed 
bifurcation theory at simple eigenvalues shows that there is only one singular 
point in a neighbourhood of the bifurcation point when B is slightly different 
from (1,O) or (0, 1). Further, this singular point is on the branch connected 
with the foundamental solution only if the bifurcation is subcritical. 
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Other Particular Cases 
The other particular cases are those obtained by applying Part 2 of Theorem 5. 




duo - zu, = 0 
0 - #‘(Uo)Vo = 0 b ecause # is of the fourth degree. 
(3ap’ + bq2 - Z)P + 2bpqQ = 0 
2bpqP + (bp” + 3cq” - Z)Q = 0 
(aP” + bp)pP + (bP2 + cQ’> qQ = 0. 
t = Pi% T = P/Q. 
The directions that are different from the directions I and II (that are t = 0, 
T = co and t = co, T = 0) are given by: 
t = -(bT2 + c)/(aT” + b)T. 
T6a(2bP + a6 - 3ac) + Tab(b2 + 3ab - 4ac) - Tzb(b2 + 3bc - 4ac) (8) 
- c(2b” + bc - 3ac) = 0. 
Therefore, there are at most six singular directions of this sort. But, when b is 
positive, there is at most a couple and, even in some cases, there are none. 
Indeed assume that a is greater than c. When b is greater than a, the first two 
coefficients of the polynomial (8) are positive and the two others are negative: 
(8) has a couple of roots. When 6 is between a and the value that makes zero 
the last coefficient b+ = [(c2 + 24ac)ll” - c]/4, only the third coefficient can 
change its sign: there is also a couple of roots. When b is between b, and b_ = 
[(a” + 24ac)t/a - aJ/4, all the coefficients of (8) are positive, and there is no 
root. When b is between 0 and b- , there is a couple of roots according to the 
same argument as that previously used. 
With the coefficients a, b, c given in (2), the equation (8) is: 
199,9656T” + 294,0249T” - 119,3978T2 - 63,42177 = 0. 
The roots are 
Hence 
T = TO,7532289 
t = *0,8180347. 
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The direction of the imperfections, denoted V, such that the singular point 
exists, t being positive, is given by the equations (6): 
B, = 0,8428015 B, = OJ382238. 
Lastly, the coefficients p (see Theorem 5) can be computed as: 
p = 2,0737 lo-“. 
/3 being positive, two limit points collapse into one another and disappear for 
increasing B, = 
Results u&en b > a > c 
When B is near by 0 or n/2, there are four limit points. Two others appear 
when 6 is slightly greater than Bm (Figure 9). Therefore 0, is greater than S,,, 
and two limit points collapse into one another and disappear when 6 takes the 
value Bv . This has been verified with the coefficients given in (2). The branch 
that is connected with the fundamental solution-that is, such that p(Z), q(1) 
go to zero when 1 goes to minus infinity-looks like that given in Figure 10. 
It must be noticed that that branch takes, when 1 goes to plus infinity, the 
direction I when 0 is between 0 and B,,, , the direction II when 6 is between 
8 III and r/2. Finally there is an hysteresis phenomenon when 0 is between Om 
and&,. 
FIGURE 9 
FIG. 10. Fundamental branch V~SLIS the angle 8. 
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Results ~zuhm c < 6 < a 
In this case, the solutions III, IV of the ideal system do not exist and the 
solution I is unstable. When B takes the direction I, the curves are given in 
Figure 11. The solution connected 
connected at the other end with the 
phenomenon on this branch when: 
b+<b<a 
with the fundamental branch is always 
stable solution II. There is an hysteresis 
o<e<ev. 
FIGURE 11 
When b is between c and b- , then phenomenon exists, but does not concern 
this branch. 
8. GENERALIZATION 
The results of Section 6 can be fully generalized when the starting equation 
has no variational nature and, only partially, when the dimension ~2 of the 
kernel Jlr is at least equal to three. In this case the Lyapunov and Schmidt 
method leads to an equation: 
A(v) - pLv + C-B’ + O(vk+” + ,uv2 + p2v + r,u -j- TV + T”) = 0 (1) 
where 
A: Rm -a BP polynomial of degree K + 1 (k 3 1) 
L: RP -+ Rm linear invertible 
B’EiJP //L-W I/ = 1. 
With the notations 
M(v) = PA(V) B = L-lB’ 
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the equation (1) becomes: 
M(v) - pzJ + i-B + O(v rc-tz + pvs + p% + 3-p + TV + 7-y = 0. (21 
The bifurcation equation of the ideal system is similar to (2-l 1): 
M(vl) - pkvl = 0. (3) 
Hypothesis Hl is modified in a natural manner: 
H’l VfO M(V) - IV = 0 3 1 # 0, det[M’(V) - U] # 0. 
The change of variables (5-2) leads to the system: 
g(T7, Z, C) = M(V) - IV + B + O(E) = 0. (4) 
The approximate system is obviously obtained as: 
g(V, ) I,, oj = M(VJ - zovo + B = 0. (3 
As in Section 5, if (vl , pk) is a solution of (3), the approximate system has 
particular solutions in the form V = xv1 , when the vector B is such that: 
B = &vl. (6) 
The real number x is also solution of: 
&Xkfl - h * 1 == 0. 
Among these solutions, the singular ones are characterized by the fact that 
xkM’(a,) - II has zero as an eigenvalue. If  k is even, there is a limit point 
corresponding to the eigenvector vr and at most 1~ - 1 bifurcation points 
corresponding to real eigenvectors that differ from vr If  k is odd, the number 
of these singular points can be doubled. 
To avoid any confusion, the scalar product in RP mill be written ( , ) and A” 
indicates the adjoint of a m x M matrix. It is recalled that 
(Ax, Yj = (x, -A*YY) for any x, 3’ in KY”. 
As in Section 3, the simple singular points can be studied for the equation: 
Let U* be: 
g( v, I) = 0 g: R” x iR+ Rn” 
g’(Vc > 4yJ = 0 U simple eigenvector. 
(7) 
g’*( v, ) z&Y* = 0. 
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With the hypothesis that the range and the kernel of g’(V, , ZJ have (01 as an 
intersection, U and U* can be chosen in such a way that: 
(U, u*> = 1. 
The bifurcation equation can be obtained by taking the projection of (7) on 
U* [7][18] and the necessary condition for the existence of only one branch 
will be deduced: 
The supplementary condition in order that the singular point is a simple limit 
point is: 
(&w2, u*) # 0. (9) 
Nevertheless, when the dimension of JV is at least equal to three, this theory 
is not sufficient for a complete discussion, i.e., for any vector B. Indeed it 
cannot be excluded-this was hypothesis H2-that there are multiple eigen- 
values. For instance, the singular points corresponding to double eigenvalues 
are given by: 
D(Z) 3 det[M’(V) - Zr] = 0. (10) 
Jg (I) = 0 g (I) i 0. (11) 
When Jlr is of dimension three, the endpoints of vectors B solving (5), (10) 
and (11) describe curves on the unit sphere. In the same way, the bifurcation 
points of the system (5) cannot be reduced to those found previously. Indeed, 
the bifurcation points are characterized by (5) (10) and (12): 
(V, U”) = 0 (12) 
U* being a nonzero vector of the kernel of [M’(V)]* - 21. The endpoints of 
the vectors B such that a bifurcation occurs, also describe curves on the unit 
sphere. 
Therefore the classification that will be given here concerns only the singular 
points corresponding to a simple eigenvalue, which are such that: 
D(Z) = 0 g (2) f  0. 
THEOREM 6. The singular points of the system (4) that correspond to simple 
eigenvabes, are “cZosef’ to those of the approximate system. (5). They can be cZassiJed 
into three categories: 
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(1) Simple limit point (cf. Figure 4-a) characterized by: 
(V, u*> f 0 
(My V)U”, u*> f 0. 
(2) Extremalpoints, that are similar to those in Figure 4b, which are charac- 
terized by 
(V, i?) f  0 
(W(V)u”, u*) = 0. 
If  the dimension IIZ of Jf is at least equal to three and ifB(r) is such that an exkemal 
point of this sort exists, there ((generally)) is on the unit sphere a (m - 2)-surface 
S(E) passing through B( ) E an such that, when B is on S(E), the system (4) has an d 
extremal poant of this sort. 
(3) Bifurcation points are characterized by 
(V, u*> = 0. 
I f  the dimension of A’- is at least equal to three and if B(E) is such that a bijurcation 
point exists, thme ((generallylj is on the unit sphere a (m - 2)-surface S(E) passing 
through B(C) and such that, when B is on S(E), the system (4) has a b@cationpoint. 
This is true especially for the bifurcation points found previously. 
Remark. In the statement of Theorem 6, the term ((generally)) means that 
some quantity, that we will not write down, must not be equal to kzero. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5. In the same way, the 
eigenvalue s(V, 1, E) and the eigenvectors U(7;: 1, E) and U*(V, I, E) will’ be 
defined by: 
g’U = su g'"u* zzz STJ". 
The determinant A, is changed in the following manner: 
4l = det (M;(oogf .), U,*) [ 
-F. 
-1 I 
In order that 4, be different from zero, it is necessary and sufficient that: 
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Parts 2 and 3 having an analogous proof, only the proof of Part 3 is needed. 
The bifurcation points are given by: 
g(V,Z,4 =o (14) 
s(V, z, c) = 0 (15) 
(V + O(E), lJ"(V, I, c)) = 0 (16) 
(I/o , Zs , u,( v,, , Z, , 0)) solving (14), (15) and (16) when E is zero and B is B, , 
an orthogonal basis {vi , zla ,..., a,} is chosen such that: 
VI = Uo(Vo ) IO , 0) 
g;v, = v. 
vs can be so chosen because V,, is in the orthogonal space of lJ*( V, , I,, , 0), 
that is the range of gt . V is decomposed along this basis: 
B having a unit length, it can be described by wz - I parameters B1 ,..., B,-, . 
I f  B, is not equal to U*(V, , I, , 0)-this will be assumed-the parameters can 
be chosen so that L+B/#, is not orthogonal to U*( V. , I,, , 0). Therefore a solution 
surface of (14), (15), (16) wi exist, I’, Z and 8, being analytical functions of 11 
E, ~9, , 0, ,..., O,-, , if: 
-v, 
8B ( __ 1 as1 0 
4, = det 0 I f0 
0 
In the same manner as is Section 6, the following are obtained: 
as 0 au* azo’-l -= ( 1 0 0 
as 
( 1 apio 
= (M;v,v, , UZ) PO5 (&) - = - (fw&p, , UZ). a 0 
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Then A, is zero only if there is a non zero element (W, ~-a , 7,,j in iiem x R x W 
such that: 
(17) 
By (17), it follows that: 
Carrying W into (18) and (lg), two homogeneous equations are found for two 
variables -rl and 7s . Then zero is the only solution if the corresponding deter- 
minant is not zero: 
For the particular bifurcation points that were found previously and were such 
that vs I JT, and B, were parallel, it is easily verified that the condition (20) is a 
consequence of H’l. 
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